ABSTRACT Automatic fall detection in videos could enable timely delivery of medical service to the injured elders who have fallen and live alone. Deep ConvNets have been used to detect fall actions. However, there still remain problems in deep video representations for fall detection. First, video frames are directly inputted to deep ConvNets. The visual features of human actions may be interfered with surrounding environments. Second, redundant frames increase the difficulty of time encoding for human actions. To address these problems, this paper presents trajectory-weighted deep-convolutional rank-pooling descriptor (TDRD) for fall detection, which is robust to surrounding environments and can describe the dynamics of human actions in long time videos effectively. First, CNN feature map of each frame is extracted through a deep ConvNet. Then, we present a new kind of trajectory attention map which is built with improved dense trajectories to optimally localize the subject area. Next, the CNN feature map of each frame is weighted with its corresponding trajectory attention map to get trajectory-weighted convolutional visual feature of human region. Further, we propose a cluster pooling method to reduce the redundancy of the trajectory-weighted convolutional features of a video in the time sequence. Finally, rank pooling method is used to encode the dynamic of the cluster-pooled sequence to get our TDRD. With TDRD, we get superior result on SDUFall dataset and get comparable performances on UR dataset and Multiple cameras dataset with SVM classifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of people 60+ is growing faster than any other age groups in worldwide, which is estimated to increase from 688 million in 2006 to around two billion by 2050 [1] . In China, the population over 65 years old was about 8.87% in 2010 and is expected to rise to 30% in 2050 [2] . As the WHO has reported, falling is a very serious problem among elderly people. About 28-35% of people aged over 65 falls each year, and the percentage goes up to 32-42% for people 70+. Falling is the primary cause of death from injury for seniors aged 79+ [3] . Lack of timely assistance makes death more likely from falling for elderly people living alone. Falling without timely assistance not only causes physical injury, but also causes mental trauma. Seniors who once fell and had to remain on the floor for long time until someone discovered them prefer to lie in bed rather than do exercises out of fear of falling again. A lack of exercise could further lead to other health problems. Fortunately, autonomous fall detection technique provides a potential solution for elderly people.
Mainstream autonomous fall detection approaches may broadly be divided into two categories: non-visual wearable sensors-based (the most common are accelerometers and gyroscopes) and exclusively vision-based [4] . Wearable sensors-based methods require elder people to wear the sensors, which cause inconvenience to them [5] . Without any intrusion of elder people's normal daily life, vision-based methods detect falls by analyzing video stream. Advances in computer vision have made it possible to automatically detect human fall with commodity RGB cameras and depth cameras. Human shape change is the first clue for fall detection. Human silhouettes are approximated as an ellipse or a bounding box.
Some geometric attributes, such as aspect ratio, orientation [6] , edge points [5] , and curvature scale space (CSS) features [7] are extracted as fall characteristics. The trajectory of a moving subject is also used for detecting falls with monocular systems [8] .
The above vision-based methods need to extract the subject from the background, which is inclined to be influenced by image noise, illumination variation and occlusion [9] , [10] . In recent years, deep learning has achieved great success in computer vision. It also has been applied for fall detection. Without the requirement of either a background detection or foreground extraction, deep learning directly learns efficient features from the video streams. Faster R-CNN scene analysis method is used to detect human and furniture [11] . By measuring the changes of the activity characteristics of the detected people, such as human shape aspect ratio, and judging the relations between the people and furniture nearby, the falls on furniture are detected. In [12] , a three-dimensional convolutional neural network is applied to encode both the spatial information over each frame and the temporal inf-ormation in adjacent frames. A LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory)-based visual attention map is established for local-izing areas of interest such as moving subjects. However, the attention maps which are computed with an end-to-end network may be not stable in complex surrounding environments limited by the number of training data. In [13] , the appearance and motion information of raw input frames are encoded as a dynamic image. With a deep ConvNet, the dynamic images are classified as falling or not. In [14] , convolutional neural network is used on optical flow of interest of features for fall detection.
There still remain problems in deep video representations for fall detection at present. Firstly, for human fall detection, we only focus on the human actions and ignore the surrounding environments. Most of the existing fall detection dataset are collected in simple and static indoor environments. Features of subjects of videos are easily to be extracted with deep learning. However, videos may be collected with camera motion (on home service robots) or other various complex scenes in real applications. So the features of subjects may be interfered by these complex surrounding environments. In order to solve this problem, the current mainstream methods take end-to-end trained attention maps [12] , [18] - [20] to locate subject in the video. However, as shown in [18] , these attention maps may be not stable enough. They may focus on backgrounds even in simple environments. Besides, the end-to-end trained attention maps are hungry of training data. Secondly, redundant frames are common in videos which increase the difficulty of long time human action encoding. To address these problems, this paper first proposes a kind of hand-crafted trajectory attention map to help extract convolutional visual features which only be related with subject areas in videos. It is not limited by the number of training data, camera motion and other complex environments. Then, a new kind of cluster pooling method is proposed to reduce the redundant frames of the videos. Furthermore, rank pooling method [25] is invoked to encode the dynamic of human actions to get Trajectory-weighted Deep-convolutional Rank-pooling Descriptor (TDRD). Compared with other time encoding methods, rank pooling method has advantages of encoding speed and long-time sequence description. Our TDRD contains the advantages of trajectory attention map, cluster pooling and rank pooling. So it can describe the dynamics of human actions in long-time redundant videos effectively. Finally, TDRDs are used for fall detection with a SVM. Extensive experiments have been done, and the proposed descriptor has obtained superior performance on public fall detection dataset.
The paper mainly has three contributions as follows: (1) We propose a kind of trajectory attention map to localize areas of subject. On the basis of improved dense trajectory [22] , the proposed trajectory attention map is robust to the limited training data, camera motion and other complex environments. (2) We propose a cluster pooling method. This pooling method can effectively reduce the redundancy of the time sequence by clustering along time. (3) We invoke the rank pooling method [25] to propose a new descriptor TDRD. It is computed with deep ConvNets, trajectory attention map, cluster pooling and rank pooling, which can describe the dynamics of human actions in long-time redundant videos effectively.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the background. Section 2 presents the details of the proposed descriptor. Section 3 describes the experiments and discusses the results. Section 4 gives the conclusion. Fig. 1 shows the workflow of proposed Trajectory-weighted Deep-convolutional Rank-pooling Descriptor (TDRD). The approach involves five main modules. First, CNN feature maps are extracted from the whole RGB video with a VGG16 [16] network and then are normalized with the spatiotemporal normalization method [15] . Second, improved dense trajec-tories [22] are computed from the RGB video to describe the motion trajectory of the subject. Trajectory attention maps are built with trajectory points to help locate human areas. Third, in each frame, CNN feature map is weighted with its corresponding trajectory attention map to get trajectory-weighted convolutional feature of human region. The trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence of all frames can reflect the dynamics of human action. Fourth, cluster pooling is applied on trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence to reduce the redundancy. Fifth, rank pooling [25] is invoked to encode the dynamic of cluster-pooled sequence to get TDRD. In the following, we describe details of the five modules.
II. TRAJECTORY-WEIGHTED DEEP-CONVOLUTIONAL RANK-POOLING DESCRIPTOR

A. CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS AND CNN FEATURE MAPS
Considering that current fall detection datasets are small and simple, VGG16 [16] is enough to represent the visual feature. So we take VGG16 as the basic deep ConvNet in this paper. VGG16 has five group convolutional layers and 3 fullyconnected layers. Max pooling layer follows each group convolutional layer. The resolution of the input in VGG16 is 224 × 224. we also replace two fully-connected layers with one fully-connected layer with 1024 units to reduce the size of network and weaken the effect of fully-connected layers.
Then VGG16 is taken as a generic feature extractor on each frame of input video to obtain the video CNN feature maps. Each pixel of the feature map encodes the color and edge features of its corresponding receptive field [17] . We extract CNN feature maps after the 5 th group convolutional layer in VGG16 because it has appropriate size of receptive field and encodes more complex features. Normalization proves to be an effective strategy in designing features, so we also normalize the CNN feature maps with spatiotemporal normalization [15] . CNN feature maps of whole video after spatiotemporal normalization are written as a 4D tensor F ∈ R C×T ×H ×W , where C, T , H , and W represent channel, video duration, height and width respectively.
B. TRAJECTORY ATTENTION MAP
Human actions may be happened in various regions of the video frames. CNN feature map contains the spatial structure of the input image, so we further propose a kind of trajectory attention map (see Fig. 2 ) to locate subject on CNN feature map.
Attention map [18] - [20] is widely applied on CNN feature map to help locate subject in the video. It has the same height and width with CNN feature map. In each frame, attention map is corresponding to the CNN feature map. Existing attention maps are computed by an end-to-end network, which need a large number of training data and may not be always precisely in complex environments [18] . Our trajectory attention map is built based on dense trajectories [21] and improved dense trajectories [22] . Dense trajectories and improved dense trajectories describe motion trajectory of subject accurately even with complex surrounding environments, so trajectory points are always distributed in the subject region. We build each pixel of trajectory attention map by VOLUME 7, 2019 counting trajectory points in corresponding receptive field, so the larger the subject region contained in the receptive field, the greater the pixel value of trajectory attention map. Thus, our trajectory attention map is the best fit to the action locality.
We first review the process of extracting dense trajectories [21] : Dense feature points are first sampled on first frame of the video by a grid partition with interval of 5 pixels. Then, eigenvalue of auto-correlation matrix of each feature point is calculated and a threshold is set to filter feature points in homogeneous areas. Finally, each feature point on first frame is regarded as a starting point of one trajectory. We track these feature points along time to get dense trajectories. Suppose that p t l (l = 1, . . . , L) represents one starting feature point of l th trajectory in position (x, y) at t th frame. the next position of tracked trajectory point p t+1 l
th frame can be calculated as (1) .
is the dense optical flow in t th frame and u t , v t represent horizontal and vertical components respectively. M represents the median filtering kernel which can help decide the direction of trajectory. The dense optical flow around trajectory point in t th frame help determine the position of next trajectory point in (t+1) th frame. As in [21] , to avoid trajectory drifting, we set the same max length of each trajectory 15. Finally, trajectories with no position change will be removed.
Improved dense trajectory [22] is an advanced version of dense trajectory which can overcome the problem of camera motion. It assumes that the relationship between two cons-ecutive frames can be described by a homography matrix. In order to estimate homography matrix, SURF features [23] and dense optical flow features are first extracted. In two conse-cutive frames, the extracted features are matched with each other. Then RANSAC algorithm [24] is used to estimate homography matrix according to these matched features. The l th improved dense trajectory started at t th frame can be written as . In each frame, each channel of CNN feature map is weighted with the corresponding trajectory attention map. Trajectory-weighted convolutional feature in t th frame is U t ∈ R C . It can be computed as (4).
a t ij represents pixel value in position (i, j) of trajectory attention map in t th frame. f t ijc represents pixel value in position (i, j, c) of CNN feature map in t th frame. Trajectory-weighted convolutional features of all video frames can be written as a time sequence U = {U 1 , U 2 , . . . U T }, T is video duration. This trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence reflects the dynamic of human action.
D. CLUSTER POOLING
Redundant frames are common in videos, which increase the difficulty of time encoding for human actions. We propose a new kind of cluster pooling method to reduce the redundant frames in videos. Cluster pooling is applied on frame-level visual features of a video in time sequence. It clusters the feature sequence along time based on sequence change detection.
Cluster pooling method first clusters several non-covered homogeneous sequence segments. Then it computes mean value of each segment as the representation. Finally, mean values of all clustered segments are combined to be a new sequence. This new sequence reduces the redundancy of original sequence. We apply cluster pooling on trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence to get no-redundant cluster-pooled trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence (see Fig. 3 ). Suppose that U = {U 1 , U 2 , . . . U T } is trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence. Cluster pooling first initializes 1 th clustered 
D represents distance metric function. Next, we set a distance threshold σ to decide if we append U 2 to current segment
we append current trajectory-weighted convolutional feature to current segment and re-compute the segment mean vector, else, we start a new segment. Finally, we traverse the trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence from 1 to T to get several non-covered clustered segment. Mean vectors of all clustered segments are combined to be a clusterpooled trajectory-weighted convolutional feature sequence. The algorithm is described in TABLE 1.
E. TRAJECTORY-WEIGHTED DEEP-CONVOLUTIONAL RANK-POOLING DESCRIPTORS
Finally, we invoke rank pooling method [25] to encode the cluster-pooled trajectory-weighted convolutional feature seq-uence of the video to get our Trajectory-weighted Deep-convolutional Rank-pooling Descriptor (see Fig. 4 ). Compar-ed with other time encoding methods, rank pooling method has advantages of encoding speed and long-time sequence describing. Our new descriptor TDRD is computed with deep ConvNets, trajectory attention map, cluster pooling and rank pooling, so it has advantages in describing the dynamic of human actions in long-time redundant videos effectively.
Rank pooling method takes a linear rank function to encode time sequence. Every element of the time sequence is a vector. Linear rank function takes a linear transformation on every element to project it to one value. Rank pooling restricts the projected value preserve the chronological order, i.e., the projected value of later time is larger than early one. Finally, the parameter of linear rank function is used to represent input time sequence. The cluster-pooled trajectory-weighted convo-lutional feature sequence is U = {µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . µ T }. It is first smoothed as (6) . 
The objective function of rank pooling can be written as (7) .
1 2 | |d| | 2 represents penalty term and ε ij represents slack variable. δ is one positive number and its default value is 1 in [25] , d is the parameter of linear rank function. We compute optimal d * as our TDRD.
III. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we first describe the datasets that we use for human fall detection. Next, some details of our experiment will be introduced. Then, we do some exploratory experiments according to the contributions in this paper. We illustrate some trajectory attention maps, investigate threshold of cluster pooling, and evaluate the effect our trajectory attention map. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our TDRD and compare with other methods on SDUFall dataset, UR dataset and Multiple cameras dataset.
A. DATASET 1) SDUFall DATASET [7] SDUFall dataset is collected from a Kinect camera with 1.5 meters high. It contains six actions: falling down, bending, squatting, sitting, lying and walking. 20 young volunteers do each action 10 times in different conditions, and there are total 1200 RGB videos and 1200 depth videos. What's more, it contains rich surrounding environment such as illumination variation, direction change, and position change.
2) UR FALL DETECTION DATASET (URFD) [26] UR dataset contains 30 kinds of fall actions which are recorded with two Microsoft Kinect cameras from different fixed view. We take all videos of different view, so there are total 60 fall image sequences. Besides, 40 daily living activity sequences are also recorded with only one device.
3) MULTIPLE CAMERAS FALL DATASET [35] Multiple cameras fall dataset contains 24 scenarios which are recorded synchronously with 8 cameras from different fixed view. In each scenario, it contains simulated falls and normal daily activities such as lying, crouching, sitting on a sofa, walking, and so on.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In our experiment, we choose support vector machine (SVM) as our classifier. we choose SDUFall dataset, UR dataset and Multiple cameras dataset to test our Trajectory-weighted Deep-convolutional Rank-pooling Descriptor (TDRD). On SDUFall dataset, 3/5 of dataset is randomly sampled as training set and the rest 2/5 is regarded as test set in each class. Considering that it only has video label, so we sample 10 frames with interval of 2 start from video end in the training set to train CNN network. The video length of the SDUFall dataset is 120-250 and we compute our TDRD along the whole video. On UR dataset, the video length is 100-150 and we also compute TDRD along the whole video. We take 5-folds cross validations. Every frame has its label so we choose all frames of the video in training set to train CNN network. On Multiple cameras dataset, every long-term video contains fall and non-fall actions, so we clip 184 fall video segments and 216 no-fall video segments. The no-fall videos contain 80 walking, 40 crouch down, 48 get seated and 48 others (lying, moving up) video segments. The average video length is 50 frames. We also take 5-folds cross validations. Every frame has its label so we choose all frames of the video segments in training set to train CNN network. We also compute TDRD along the whole video segments of Multiple cameras dataset. On UR and Multiple cameras datasets, we perform fall-versus-nonfall binary classification and evaluate the sensitivity and specificity. On SDUFall dataset, we evaluate average classification accuracy for six actions. Sensitivity and specificity are computed as (8) and (9):
In training stage, we fine-tune the network pre-trained on ImageNet [27] with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. The learning rate is initialized to 0. 001, which will multiply 0.1 if the test loss not reduce. The momentum, weight decay, and batch size are set to 0.9, 0.0001, and 50. In order to prevent overfitting, we take drop out with ratio of 0.5 after fully-connected layer. Besides, data augment methods such as horizontal flip are also used. We extract the feature map after 5 th group convolutional layer. The spatial size of the CNN feature map is 7 × 7.
C. EXPLORATION EXPERIMENTS 1) ILLUSTRATION OF TRAJECTORY ATTENTION MAP
We first visualize some trajectory attention maps on SDUFall dataset (shown in Fig. 5 ). From Fig. 5 we can see that in trajectory attention maps, values of pixels are mainly distributed around human areas. The pixels distributed in surrounding environments are almost zero. So our trajectory attention map can locate the position of human accurately in different environments.
FIGURE 5.
Illustration of trajectory attention maps. In each sub-figure, the top rows are raw video frames, the middle rows are improved dense trajectories and the bottom rows are trajectory-weighted attention maps.
2) THRESHOLD OF CLUSTER POOLING
Threshold is an important parameter in cluster pooling. It decides the length and amount of cluster segments. We first count the average ratio of reduced length of the sequence with the change of threshold on SDUFall dataset. Then, we compute the average classification accuracy for six actions on SDUFall dataset with threshold varying from 0 to 1 to choose the best threshold. Two results are shown in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6(a) we can see that with the increase of threshold, the cluster-pooled sequence is getting shorter and shorter. So our cluster pooling method can reduce the redundancy of sequence effectively. Fig. 6(b) shows that 0.7 achieves the best average accuracy 96.04% on SDUFall dataset, so we fix the threshold as 0.7 in our experiments.
3) EVALUATION OF TRAJECTORY ATTENTION MAP
To further evaluate the effect of our trajectory attention map, we remove the trajectory attention map and replace trajectory-weighted convolutional feature with other three kinds of frame-level features. The first one takes spatial global max pooling on CNN feature map in each frame. The second one takes spatial global average pooling on CNN feature map in each frame. The third frame-level feature replace trajectory-weighted convolutional feature with fullyconnected feature directly. These three frame-level features not consider the position of human in videos, of course, they also can not encode the visual feature of human region as our trajectory-weighted convolutional feature. TABLE 2 we can see that our TDRD gets the best results of 96.04% and it is 4%, 2.1%, and 1.5% higher than MDRD, ADRD, and FDRD. We think the main reason is that human action is a key point for human fall detection, but simple max pooling, average pooling and fully connection frame-level features not consider the position of human. So they can not encode the visual feature of human region. However, our trajectory attention map can locate human position and can help compute the trajectory-weighted convolutional feature at human areas, so our trajectory attention map is more effective. 
D. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXISTING METHODS
We first illustrate the confusion matrix of TDRD on SDUFall dataset, as shown in Fig. 7 , from which we can see that our TDRD get superior performance for all six actions. Then, we compare our method with other existing methods on SDUFall dataset (shown in Table 3 ), UR dataset (shown in Table 4 ) Multiple cameras dataset (shown in TABLE 5). From Table 3 we can see that our TDRD gets the best result VOLUME 7, 2019 of average accuracy for six actions, sensitivity, and specificity on both depth-based methods and RGB-based methods. We get 96.04% average classification accuracy, which is about 14.71% higher than the best RGB-based method [31] and 1.04% higher than the best depth-based method [28] . We also get superior sensitivity and specificity. The specificity is almost equal to 100%.
In Table 4 , we can see that our TDRD gets 100% sensitivity and 95.00% specificity on UR dataset. UR dataset only has total 100 videos. The results show that our TDRD can get comparable performance on very small dataset. In Table 5 , our TDRD gets 90.21% sensitivity and 92.59% specificity on Multiple cameras dataset. Through experimental analysis, we found that the main reason why our TDRD performs not very well is that the improved dense trajectory features extracted in lying action are very poor. Lying contains a lot of static postures, so our TDRD is lack of skills of describing these long-time static postures. We will further improve our algorithm to overcome this shortcoming in the future.
E. TIME COST ANALYSIS
We evaluate the training time and runtime of the proposed method. TDRD extraction is implemented in c++ and python while SVM is implemented in MATLAB. We conduct experiments on a PC with Intel (R) i5-4590 CPU, 16 GB RAM and a single Nvidia 1080ti GPU. The CNN network training duration on SDUFall dataset, UR dataset and Multiple cameras da-taset are respectively about 65, 30 and 35 minutes. The TDRD feature building runs at about 2 fps. The main reason is that when extracting improved dense trajectory, we directly use the program provided in [22] . This program additionally computes other features besides the improved dense trajectory. So it is very necessary to rewrite the program with c/c++ if our system is conducted on real-time videos.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first present a kind of attention map named trajectory attention map. On the basis of improved dense trajectory, the proposed trajectory attention map can help locate the subject and is robust to the complex environment. Then, we further propose a kind of video descriptor named Trajectory-weighted Deep-convolutional Rank-pooling Desc-riptor through fusing trajectory attention maps, CNN feature maps, cluster pooling and rank pooling. Our descriptor has advantages in describing the dynamics of human actions in long-time redundant videos effectively. Our TDRD gets the superior performance on SDUFall dataset and gets comparable performance on UR dataset and Multiple cameras dataset. Our algorithm achieves great results in single fall detection, but in multiplayer scenes, it fails to detect human fall actions effectively. Besides, our TDRD is also lack of skills of describing long-time static postures. We will continue to improve our algorithm to overcome these shortcomings in the future.
There are more and more human fall detection algorithms based on deep learning. But the fall detection dataset, which is enough large and has complex scenes or camera motion in real applications and home service robots, is still not arise. we will seek to collaborate with Internet and our mobile robot in the future. Moreover, we may also try to change our method to be an end-to-end trained network.
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